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We study the propagation of monochromatic surface waves on a turbulent flow. The flow is
generated in a layer of liquid metal by an electromagnetic forcing. This forcing creates a quasi
two-dimensional (2D) turbulence with strong vertical vorticity. The turbulent flow contains much
more energy than the surface waves. In order to focus on the surface wave, the deformations induced
by the turbulent flow are removed. This is done by performing a coherent phase averaging. For
wavelengths smaller than the forcing lengthscale, we observe a significant increase of the wavelength
of the propagating wave that has not been reported before. We suggest that it can be explained
by the random deflection of the wave induced by the velocity gradient of the turbulent flow. Under
this assumption, the wavelength shift is an estimate of the fluctuations of deflection angle. The
local measurements of the wave frequency far from the wavemaker do not reveal such systematic
behavior, although a small shift is measured. Finally we quantify the damping enhancement induced
by the turbulent flow. We review various theoretical scaling laws proposed previously. Most of them
propose a damping that increases as the square of Froude number. In contrast, our experimental
results show a turbulent damping increasing linearly with the Froude number. We interpret this
linear behaviour as a balance between the time spent by a wave to cross a turbulent structure with
the turbulent mixing time. The larger is the ratio of these 2 times, the more energy is extracted
from the progressive wave. Finally, mechanisms of energy exchange and open issues are discussed
and further studies are proposed.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Owing to their interest to probe the properties of complex matter, the various regimes of waves propagation through
random media are the subject of intense studies [1, 2]. Here, we consider surface waves, which are both dispersive
(see Equation 1) and nonlinear, propagating on a turbulent flow. They can be scattered by the velocity gradients and
can exchange energy with the underlying flow. This is an issue for the energy exchanges between atmosphere and
ocean and for the prediction of coastal swell. Because of the complexity of these phenomena, the interactions between
wind-generated gravity waves and the underlying turbulent flow are not fully understood. Hence, they motivate many
theoretical studies and in situ measurements in physical oceanography (see some examples in [3–6] ).
The scattering of monochromatic waves by a single vortex has been studied both experimentally and theoretically
[7, 8]. Some similarities with the Aharonov-Bohm effect have been underlined. Some scaling laws have been proposed
for the damping of waves by turbulence [9, 10, 12–14]. Lighthill [9] studied theoretically the elastic scattering of
a sound wave by a turbulent flow. Phillips [10] considered the same problem for gravity waves. He developed a
scaling argument for wavelengths, λ, smaller than the characteristic length, L, of the turbulent forcing. Fabrikant
and Raevsky computed the cross section of a single vortex and applied it to gravity waves propagating on a turbulent
drift flow [11]. Teixeira and Belcher [12] and Kantha [13] considered energy exchange due to the stretching of the
vortices by the waves. In that case they assumed that the gravity waves have wavelength larger than L. As it will
be underlined in section IV A, the point of view of Phillips, Fabrikant and Raevsky on the one hand, and the one of
Teixeira and Belcher on the other, obtain the same scaling, although both are built on different physical mechanisms.
Indeed both approaches involve an increase of turbulent damping proportional to the square of Froude number, Fr,
defined as the ratio of the flow velocity over the wave speed. By considering a more energetic underlying flow, Boyev
[14] proposed another scaling law, linear in Fr. Numerical studies are not easy because they merge the difficulties
to simulate turbulence with those to model numerically a realistic free interface. Guo and Shen devoted a laudable
effort to solve these issues [15, 16], but up to now only a small range of parameters has been explored [16].
There are previous experimental studies of surface waves on a turbulent flow. Falcon and Fauve [17] studied
the threshold of the Faraday instability that increases in the presence of a chaotic underlying flow driven by an
electromagnetic forcing. Modifications of the wave’s statistical properties are also exhibited. Green et al [18] considered
a progressive wave on a flow generated by a vibrating grid. They suggest a turbulent dissipative decay proportional to
the square of the wave amplitude. Using a similar device, O¨lmez and Milgram [19] proposed a temporal damping due
to turbulence, directly proportional to the turbulent mixing rate. They used arguments similar to those presented in
[14]. However, this result was not confirmed by Ermakov et al [20]. By using the threshold of the Faraday instability
to determine the damping induced by a flow generated by a vibrating grid, these authors show a damping in agreement
with [12]. Note that the experiments generating turbulence with an oscillating grid introduce another frequency that
can interfere with the one of the waves. Moreover, using mainly local probes, these experiments cannot study the
wavelength. Finally, the action of a spatiotemporal noise on the Faraday instability is by itself a complex noise-induced
phenomenon.
Our experimental device combines the electromagnetic driving used in [17] to stir the flow and progressive waves
generated by a paddle. By the use of a liquid alloy, Gallinstan [21], a strong Electromagnetic Driven Flow (EMDF)
can be supplied. The high electrical currents do not heat the fluid by Joule effect. This EMDF produces rapid random
fluctuations in the bulk of the fluid. Moreover, the waves generated at the surface are less damped in Gallinstan than
in water, because of its lower dynamic viscosity (2.5 times smaller than water). By means of this EMDF in a liquid
metal, the turbulent energy is large compared to the energy carried by the waves. Finally, by using the diffusion of
a laser sheet on the surface and triangulation techniques, we are able to follow the surface elevation along a line in
the direction of the wave propagation. The random fluctuations of the surface are removed by a coherent average
procedure. Hence we can measure the wavelength of the propagating wave with and without EMDF and the damping
induced by turbulence.
In the following section II, we expose the main features of the experiment. The setup is described and some
estimates of relevant dimensionless parameters are given. The main features of the EMDF and the generated waves
are also described. Next, in the section III, we focus on the increase of the wavelength induced by the growth of the
turbulent flow when the wave frequency is large. It is interpreted in terms of a random fluctuation of the direction of
the wave propagation. Section IV concerns the enhancement of the damping by the turbulence. In order to interpret
the data, we resume some theoretical scalings, mainly based on dimensional arguments, and we confront them to our
experimental findings. Our data suggest a linear scaling with Fr. This scaling may be interpreted by the horizontal
mixing rate of the wave. The physical damping mechanism, as well as further works to perform, are discussed in the
concluding section.
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FIG. 1. Experimental device. (a): a cut along the wave propagation axis with WM the Wavemaker, LS the Laser Sheet, MA
the Magnet Array, IS the Inductive Sensor, and E the Electrodes. (b): The structure of the magnets array beneath the cell.
(c): geometry of the device to track the diffused line. The laser sheet is sent to the surface with the mirror M1. The diffused
line is imaged twice on the camera C with two opposite angle by the mirror M2 and M2’. Each image is caught on half of the
camera sensor by using 2 prisms P.
II. EXPERIMENTAL FEATURES
A. The setup
1. Turbulent flows and wave generation
The device driving the turbulent flow has been previously described in [22]. It is depicted in figure 1. It consists of
a rectangular tank of size 0.5 × 0.4 × 0.1 m3. It is filled with a layer of depth H = 1 cm of Gallinstan covered by a
layer of water slightly acidified to prevent the oxidation of Gallinstan surface. The water layer is thick enough (about
8 cm) to make the water–Gallinstan interface insensitive to the boundary condition at top of the water layer (covered
by a Plexiglas plate). Therefore, we study the deformation of a Gallinstan-water interface. Note that the Gallinstan is
6.5 times denser than water. We use the Lorentz force to stir the fluid. This force is generated by a horizontal current
and an array of permanent disc magnets of opposite polarities, depicted in figure1–b. The distance between magnets
defines the forcing length scale l = 3.7 cm. The magnetic field generated at a magnet center reaches B = 0.12 T at
the bottom of the liquid metal layer, but it is reduced to 0.033 T at the liquid metal surface. The supplied current
I ranges between 0 and 180 A, for most of the experiments presented here. I is our control paramater driving the
velocity gradients and the turbulent strength, via the Lorentz force.
The waves are excited by a cylindrical paddle of diameter 8 mm around a horizontal axis and length 100 mm, in
contact with the interface (see figure 1). An electromagnetic shaker LDS 406 moves it vertically. In order to prevent
strong nonlinearties and wave breaking, the paddle displacement is limited at most to 10% of the wavelength for the
present set of experiments. Hence it never overcomes 6 mm for the longest generated wavelength. By pushing the
fluid surface upward and downward it creates propagating waves without the generation of stream. The direction of
propagation defines the x-axis. It is parallel to the applied electrical current. We drive the waves at frequencies ν
between 3 and 9 Hz. The dispersion relation for the waves between two fluids is given by :
ω2 =
(
ρ− ρ′
ρ+ ρ′
gk +
σ
ρ+ ρ′
k3
)
· tanh(kH), (1)
where k = 2pi/λ is the wavenumber, ω = 2piν is the corresponding angular frequency, H is the fluid depth, g is the
gravity constant, σ is the surface tension, ρ is Gallinstan density and ρ′ is the acidified–water density. The phase
velocity, Cw = ω/k and the group velocity Cg = dω/dk differ in general. The limit of deep water is reached for
H/λ > 1, hence tanh(kH) ∼ 1. The right hand side of relation (1) reduces to a polynomial in this case. Capillarity
dominates for k  1/lc with lc =
√
σ/(ρg) = 2.8 mm, the capillary length. Elsewhere, gravity is the main restoring
force. In deep water, when only one of the restoring forces dominates, the dispertion relation (1) simplifies to a power
4law. Unfortunately, Tab. 1 shows that we are in none of these limits. Therefore we have to use the full dispersion
relation (1) to compute Cw or Cg. Note that Cg is nearly constant. It is because our range of forcing frequencies is
around its minimum (reached at 6.37 Hz). The surface tension between Gallinstan and water is not reported and has
to be estimated. Moreover it might depend on the acid concentration (about 1% in our experiment). By using the
Faraday instability, we determined a surface tension of 0.5 N/m under our experimental conditions. The dispersion
relation represented by the solid line on figure 2 is obtained for this value of σ. We use mainly this value hereafter.
However the surface tension is very sensitive to the presence of impurities. Therefore, we adjust it in some experiments
to take into account the aging of the interface that explains the scattering of the experimental data on figure 2. The
correction never exceeded 20% of the nominal value (0.5 N/m).
ν Hz 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
λ cm 8.48 6.15 4.74 3.83 3.21 2.76 2.44
tanh(kH) 0.63 0.77 0.87 0.93 0.96 0.98 0.99
Cw (m/s) 0.25 0.25 0.24 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.22
Cg(m/s) 0.23 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.21
Cw/Cg 1.09 1.14 1.17 1.17 1.14 1.09 1.04
Frmaxw = Uo/Cw 0.65 0.68 0.70 0.72 0.74 0.75 0.76
Frmaxg = Uo/Cg 0.71 0.77 0.82 0.84 0.84 0.82 0.79
Tab. 1 Main features of the excited wave. The characteristic velocity of the flow Uo is estimated for a typical applied
current of 160 A.
2. Measurement technics and averaging procedure
We use inductive sensors to measure the wavemaker position and to probe locally the surface. The measurement
of the surface along the direction of propagation is sketched on figure 1–c. A laser sheet is sent vertically on the
surface. The deformation of the line diffused by the surface gives the deformation of the surface by a triangulation
method. The diffusion of the laser light is quite small due to the high reflectivity of the Gallinstan surface. Therefore
high sensitivity is needed. However the surface deformation can imply some direct reflections in the direction of the
camera sensor. This can blind the diffused line. Therefore, two simultaneous pictures at different angles are necessary
to follow the deformation of all the line at all time. Indeed the diffused line cannot be blinded in the same time at
the same position on both images. Instead of using two cameras, we built the optical setup shown in figure 1–right.
It allows us to gather two simultaneous pictures at angles of ±37o with the vertical with the use of a single sensitive
camera. An algorithm tracks the diffused line, which is assumed continuous and derivable.
In order to remove all the turbulent deformations that are not in phase with the driving, we perform a coherent
phase average as suggested in [26]. To do so, we take precisely n images per wave period (5 ≤ n ≤ 15). We perform
an average over more than 100 periods of all detected lines that are exactly locked in phase with the excited wave.
Therefore we get n spatially averaged profiles for various turbulent strengths of the EMDF. We reach a precision of
the 0.25 mm for the wavelength and of 0.15 mm for the wave amplitude.
B. Dimensionless parameters
The dimensionless Navier–Stokes Equation, driven by an electromagnetic Lorentz force, exhibits a natural velocity
scale Uo =
√
JBl/ρ, which balances the advection term and the Lorentz force. Here, we use the forcing length l as the
characteristic length of the flow. Thus, one gets the Reynolds number Re =
√
JB/ρ · l3/2/νG, with νG the dynamic
viscosity of Gallinstan. Taking the maximum value of the magnetic field B = 0.12 T, we can expect Uo ∼ 16 cm/s
for I = 180 A, and thus Re = 1.5× 104, in our device. These estimates are compared to experimental measurements
in the next section. Note that the Re here is 10 times larger than the one reached with grid generated flows [18–20].
Such estimates of the Reynolds number give a Kolmogorov length, lK = ρη
3/4/1/4 ∼ 3 × 10−2 mm with  ∼ U3o /L
the energy flux by unit of mass. In a thin fluid layer, the friction on the bottom induces a damping of the velocity.
This friction term acts at all scales and modifies the scalings of the two-dimensional (2D) turbulence [23]. In a liquid
metal submitted to an electromagnetic forcing, friction is concentrated to a thin magnetic boundary layer where the
electromagnetic induction phenomena focus the electrical currents and the velocity gradients [24]. The depth of this
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FIG. 2. Dispersion relation without turbulent flow. Circles correspond to experimental measurements. The full line is the
prediction of Equation (1) with σ = 0.5 N/m.
layer eH = H/Ha, is characterized by the Hartmann number Ha =
√
σ/ηBH [21]. Hence eH can be as small as 0.2
mm just above the magnets. One can evaluate this friction strength by the Reynolds number built on Hartmann layer
ReH = ReL/Ha ·H/L =
√
JlR/σνB ∼ 100. Therefore the system generates a highly anisotropic nonlinear flow with
mainly vertical vorticity.
A major dimensionless parameter in the study of the interaction between wave and flow is the ratio of the flow
velocity over the wave velocity. For acoustic non dispersive waves, it defines the Mach number. For dispersive surface
waves, it is called Froude number. One can distinguish between a Froude number based on the phase velocity of the
wave Frw = Uo/Cw and another one based on the group velocity of the waves Frg = Uo/Cg . Note that the Froude
numbers introduced here are built with the complete gravito-capillary wave velocity. Hence, it includes capillary
effects. As mentioned previously, Tab. 1 shows that none of these effects are negligible in our experiment. The Froude
number based on the root mean square (RMS) velocity will be smaller about a factor 0.4 than those shown in Tab.
1. Nevertheless, we reach larger Froude numbers than in previous experiments [17–20]. Actually the energy by unit
volume contained in the turbulence, Et = ρ〈U2〉, is much larger than the energy of the generated wave, Ew = ρh2oω2,
with ho the wave amplitude. The ratio between these energies can be expressed as Et/Ew = (Frw · λ/ho)2. Here, we
keep the wave steepness ho/λ less than 0.1 to prevent wave breaking. Therefore, the energy ratio is larger than 10 in
most of our parameter range. Hence, one may expect stronger interaction and new interesting effects of the flow on
the waves.
6C. General features of the EMDF
We give here some features of the EMDF, as detailed in [22]. In order to estimate the velocity field without waves,
we seed the surface with millimetric particles of density ρp = 2000 kg/m
3. The particles are lighter than Galinstan
(ρp/ρ ∼ 0.3) [21], and heavier than water (ρp/ρ′ ∼ 2), hence, they are floating in Galinstan, always at its interface
with water. Using usual technics of particle tracking velocimetry, we measure the horizontal velocity of these floaters.
In figure 3, the RMS velocity of the floaters is compared with Uo, showing a linear relation as expected. Uo is an
overestimate because is it computed with the maximum magnetic field. Note that the intercept of the linear fit is not
zero because the scaling in Uo does not hold at low velocity, where the viscous effects dominate over nonlinearities. A
small departure of linearity is also observed at high current. It may be the consequence of important vertical motion
occurring at higher driving, both at the surface and in the bulk of the flow. Our horizontal measurement cannot take
this motion into account, resulting in a mismatch between the energy injected by the electromagnetic forcing and the
one quantified in the measurement. 2D turbulence exhibits an inverse cascade concentrating the energy at the larger
scale allowed by the setup. It does not seem to be the case in our flow, which is neither fully turbulent nor fully 2D.
In contrast, the averaged vertical vorticity (estimated from floaters motion [22]) exhibits structures of the size of the
magnet stripes, as shown in the inset of figure 3. Therefore the forcing length scale l, seems indeed the most relevant
to describe the turbulent flow. The mean flow contains only a fraction (30 %) of the total kinetic energy of the flow.
One can see the EMDF as a strongly fluctuating flow where vertical vortices of size l compete between each other and
interact in an unpredictable way. These vertical vortices induce significant depletion of the surface. At the highest
Froude number they can even radiate surface waves. The fluctuations of the surface have a standard deviation around
0.5 mm at I = 200 A and are not Gaussian. Therefore it is very important to perform a coherent phase average to
remove all these incoherent fluctuations induced by the EMDF, in order to properly focus on the waves.
D. General features of the propagating wave
Figure 4 gives an example of the surface deformation induced by the waves after performing a coherent phase
averaging. The n averaged curves sampled during a period are plotted for a wavemaker exciting waves at 8 Hz. We
can always distinguish an oscillation of the wave with a clear wavelength near the wavemaker chosen as coordinate
origin. As the wave goes forward, a damping is visible. The wave propagates on a shorter distance when the supplied
current, thus the turbulence strength, is increased. Therefore a damping is induced by the turbulent flow. Figure
5 shows the Power spectral density (PSD) of the deformation plotted on figure 4. A close look around the main
wavenumber peak, reveals a shift of the wavelength that cannot be seen directly on the averaged profiles. Indeed
the abscissa of the PSD maximum (approximated by a polynomial fit) shifts to smaller values when the turbulent
intensity is increased. It implies an increase of the wavelength with the increase of the turbulence strength. In the
two following parts, (i) we study this wavelength shift and we try to track some frequency shifts, (ii) we quantify the
turbulent enhancement of the damping. These studies are made for various excitation frequencies and amplitudes of
the waves together with various strengths of the turbulence.
III. WAVELENGTH AND FREQUENCY SHIFTS
A. Shift of the wavelength
In order to study the wavelength shift at all the EMDF and all the excitation frequencies of the wave, we compute
the wavelength of the first oscillations of the profile (actually twice the average of the first four half periods). Indeed,
at strong turbulent damping, the oscillating part of the profile is quickly damped. At low excitation frequency only
few periods remain. Therefore the study of the PDS peaks does not yield an accurate determination of the wavelength
in this case. We check that both signal processing coincide to the same wavenumber at large excitation frequency. The
main panel of figure 6 shows this effective wavelength as a function of Fr measured at various excitation frequencies of
the wave. On the figure 6, the increase of the wavelength occurs at the excitation frequencies larger than 5 Hz. Below
5 Hz the wavelength is nearly constant in our range of Froude number. We have not noticed significant modification
by changing the amplitude of the waves, ho, in the range of forcing tested in our experiment. Hence, the shift seems
insensitive to the waves nonlinearity quantified by the steepness: ho/λ.
We would like to explain this increase of the wavelength at high excitation frequency. In order to do so, one
must recall that the wave is advected by the underlying turbulent velocity field. Hence, for λo  l, with λo the
forced wavelength, the wave does not propagate in a straight direction. However, we measure experimentally kx, the
wavevector projection on the x-axis of this scattered wave. We assume that the shift of the wavelength traces the
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FIG. 3. Main panel: RMS velocity of floaters tracked at the liquid metal surface, URMS , as a function of the charateristic
MHD velocity Uo =
√
JBl/ρ. The linear fit (dashed line) has a slope of: 0.27. Inset: the spatial distribution of vertical
vorticity averaged over 60 s, for a driving current of I = 150 A (Uo= 14.7 cm/s). The color map extends from -10 s
−1 (blue)
to 10 s−1 (red).
fluctuations of the direction of propagation. Indeed, let us call θ the small angle of the wavevector with the x-axis. At
first order, this deviation induces a component of the wavevector: ky/ko = sin(θ) ∼ θ and kx/ko = cos(θ) ∼ 1− θ2/2,
where ko is the wavevector modulus and kx, ky are its projections on the x-axis and the y-axis respectively. The
rotation of the wavevector is due to the flow gradients. The wave packet crosses a flow stucture of size li during a
time li/Cg, where the index i labels each structure of the flow. During this time, the wave crest is deviated about
∆yi = ∆Ui · li/Cg where ∆Ui is the velocity increment induced by the structure i. For λo  l the deflection of the
wave is given by θi = ∆yi/li. In average there is no mean flow, then 〈∆ky〉 = 0 but 〈U2i 〉 ∝ U2o and
〈kx〉
ko
= 1− Fr
2
g
2
(2)
The dashed line shows this scaling on figure 6. It agrees with the higher excitation frequencies. In this limit, the
wavelength shift seems to trace back the fluctuations of the deflection angle of the wave 〈θ2〉, induced by the flow.
In the opposite limit λo > l, figure 6 shows that the wavelength is constant. Therefore, the underlying flow does not
deviate the wave anymore. A sharp transition between these two regimes appears on figure 6 for λo/l between 1.7 and
1.4. Note that in the limit λo  l, one may prefer to express the deflection as θi = ∆yi/λo = (∆Ui · l/Cg) · (νf/Cw)
where νf is the forcing frequency. Therefore one expects, 〈kx〉/ko = 1− (Frg · l · νf/Cw)2/2 for λo  l. If we assume
θi = ∆yi/λo for λo > 1.7l and θi = ∆yi/l for λo < 1.7l, then the inset of figure 6 shows that all curves collapse
together. All the points at large wavelength are sent near the origin because the control parameter of the deflection
is Frg · l/λo in this limit. This parameter remains small (less than 1/3) in the considered cases.
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FIG. 4. Spatial profiles of the surface elevation after a coherent phase average at each forcing period. The forcing frequency
is 8 Hz and the forcing amplitude ho = 1.13 mm without turbulence. The currents driving the turbulent flows are I = 0A
(black), I = 40A (red), I = 80A (blue), I = 120A (green), I = 160A (magenta). For each I a vertical displacement has been
introduced for clarity.
B. Frequency shift
This shift of the wave number naturally raises the question about how the frequency changes for a wave propagating
through this randomly moving medium. At small Froude number and in the limit of small wavelength compared to
the distance between scatterers, we expect a frequency shift smaller than the one for the wavenumber. Indeed, in this
limit, the relation (17) of [25] implies a Doppler shift of the frequency satisfying ∆ω/ωo ∼ (Cg/Cw) ·(∆k/ko)Fr where
∆ω and ∆k are the frequency and wavenumber shifts at a given point and at a given time. Hence the normalized
frequency shift is reduced by a factor of the order of the Froude number, compared to the wavenumber shift. For a
random velocity field with zero mean, one might have to push the expansion to higher order. Moreover, as we excite
the waves at a constant rate, one may expect that the frequency should be fixed close to the paddle.
We check if there is a frequency shift when the wave travels on the turbulent flow. To do so, we place an inductive
sensor at 36 cm from the paddle and 12 cm apart from the propagation axis. Note that such a sensor has a good
resolution on the vertical direction but not in the horizontal one. It filters out the small wavelengths. In addition, the
fluctuations of the surface induced by the turbulent motion cannot be eliminated by coherent averaging. Consequently,
the measurements at low frequencies might be perturbed by the turbulent background and the measurements at large
frequencies might be biased by the sensor cutoff.
The PSD of the local fluctuations in time of the surface elevation are shown in figure 7 for a forcing frequency of
5 Hz. Despite the increase of the Power Spectrum at low frequency, a peak can be seen until I = 80 A. The bump
at low frequency, which increases with the driving, is due to the slow motion of the surface depletions induced by the
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FIG. 5. Power Spectrum Density (PSD) of the elevation profiles corresponding to those of figure 4. The circles show the peak
maximum determined with a polynomial fit.
motion of competing vortices. A closer look of the remaining peak around the excitation frequency reveals a shift.
It is underlined in the PSD of the pass-band filtered signal, presented in the inset of figure 7. This shift is shown
on figure 8 for various Froude numbers and various excitation frequencies. Unlike the wavelength shift, the sign of
the frequency shift seems to depend on the excitation frequency νf . Two regimes can be identified around νf = 6
Hz. Below this value, the measured frequency decreases with the Froude number. Above νf =6 Hz, it seems to be
nearly constant or even to increase. The shift is never larger than 15 % and is weaker than the wavenumber shift,
as expected. We should underline that this shift must depend on the distance travelled by the wave through the
turbulent media and on the local properties of the flow. Hence, the shift could evolve with the sensor position. This
makes difficult a quantitative comparison between the locally-measured frequency shift and the wavenumber shift
evaluated over all the container length. A systematic study of the wavenumber and frequency in space need a much
larger device, in order to define unambiguously a local wavelength and a local frequency. This interesting extension
of our study is, however, beyond the scope of the present work.
IV. TURBULENT DAMPING
A. Theoretical predictions
We now focus on the spatial damping of the coherent time-averaged profiles seen in figure 4. We recall that the
coherent time averged profiles were obtained by locking the acquisition of the surface profiles with the excitation
frequency. The enhancement of the damping is attributed here to the increase of turbulent fluctuations. The problem
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has been considered theoretically from different approaches. Indeed the damping of a progressive wave can be due
to the scattering of the wave in others directions by velocity gradients, or be induced by energy exchange with the
underlying flow. In this section we first review these predictions and recall their range of validity. The assumptions of
the theoretical models never fit exactly our the experimental conditions. Nevertheless, we can check if some theoretical
predictions agree with our results, in order to extend these ideas to our experiment conditions. To do so, we emphasize
specially the scaling laws between the turbulent damping and the Froude number.
• Elastic scattering
The damping of sound waves induced by the elastic scattering on turbulent structures has been considered in
[9]. For sound waves with a wavelength less than the Taylor microscale, λT , a damping γturb ∝ (〈v2〉/c2)/λT
is suggested, with c the sound speed. Phillips used the same kind of elastic scattering arguments to determine
the damping of surface gravity waves by turbulence [10]. In the oceanographical context he considered, the
wavelength of the gravity waves is smaller than the forcing length scale of the turbulence. Moreover, he restricted
his analyses to the single scattering limit and the Born approximation. This limit is valid only when the scatterers
are sparse. In this case, the complete wave field can be approximated by the incident wave in the scattering
process. It requires a wave energy much larger than the turbulent energy. In terms of Froude number it imposes
Frw  ho/λ. This approach has been extended later to drift flow turbulence by Fabrikant and Reavsky [11].
In our experiment, we keep the wave steepness ho/λ < 0.1 in order to prevent wave breaking. The second and
less demanding requirement is that the duration vorticity fluctuations are small compared to the time spend
by the wave inside the turbulent area. This imposes l/L  Fr. In our experimental cell one has always
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FIG. 7. The PSD of the local fluctuations in time of the surface elevation for a forcing frequency of 5 Hz. The forcing
intensities are I = 0 A (blue), I = 20 A (cyan), I = 40 A (green), I = 60 A (yellow), I = 80 A (magenta), I = 100 A (red).
The inset zooms the PSD of the elevation pass-band filtered around the forcing frequency.
Fr > ho/λ. Hence, we do not seem in the single scattering limit. Therefore the predictions of Phillips, giving
γturb/k = (k · l)−2/3Fr2, do not seem the most pertinent to interpret our experimental results.
However in section III A, we have interpreted the wavelength shift as an elastic deflection of the wave by
the flow, in the limit of small wavelength. We have established that the variance of the deflection angle is
〈θ2〉 = Fr2. We can infer a total scattering cross section of the wave (actually a line in our case of surface
waves) from this deflection: σ∗ = a(1 − 〈cos(θ)〉) ∼ a · Fr2, where a ≤ l would be associated to the mean
size of the vortex core. Therefore, we know formally: the density of vortices n ∼ 1/l2, the mean free path of
the wave l∗ = l2/(a · Fr2) ≤ l/Fr2 and then the number of scattering events during the crossing of the cell,
N∗ = L/l∗ ≤ Fr2 · L/l ≈ 4. It proves that we are not in the multi-scattering regime in which the waves follow
a diffusive random walk in the disordered media. Hence, if the damping is mainly due to elastic scattering,
we can approximate the damping coefficient by 1/l∗ hence γturbl ∝ Fr2 · a/l. Concerning the scaling in Fr,
this crude estimation agrees with the Phillips, Fabrikant and Reavsky predictions. However, these authors have
shown that the scattering of surface gravity waves by a vortex is a complex phenomena and the scattering cross
section is far to be isotropic [11].
• Vortex stretching
More recently, Teixeira and Belcher studied the opposite limit where the wavelength is larger than the integral
scale of the turbulence [12]. They used the Rapid Distortion Theory requiring λ  l and Fr  ho/λ. In this
framework, they proposed a mechanism of energy transfer from the wave to the turbulence, via a stretching of
vortices induced by the Stokes drift of the surface wave. At the end, they obtained, γturb/k = 〈δU2o 〉/C2g .
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FIG. 8. Frequency shift of a wave propagating on a turbulent media as a function of the Froude number (based on the phase
velocity of the wave). Each symbol corresponds to the different forcing frequencies shown in the legend.
One must note that despite the different mechanisms and limits considered in [10] and [12], both approaches end
with the same kind of scaling law. Therefore the scaling in Froude number is not enough to infer the underlying
physical mechanisms. Indeed, Phillips found a damping:
γturb ∝ k
2
C2g
∫ pi
−pi
Φ(κ)dθ, (3)
where κ is the scattered wavevector, θ the scattered angle and Φ(κ) is the Power Spectrum of the vertical vorticity.
Dimensionally, it implies a damping γturb = k〈δv2k〉/C2g , where δvk = Uo(l·k)−1/3 is the typical turbulent velocity
increment on a scale k. Indeed in the single scattering limit, the velocity increments on a scale of order of the
wavelength are the most involved in the damping process. Teixeira and Belcher exhibited a damping process of
the wave energy, Ew, involving the turbulent Reynolds stress proportional to U
2
o times the velocity gradient of
the Stokes drift proportional to h2ok
2ω. One gets : 1Ew
dEw
dt ∼ U
2
o ·(h2ok2ω)
(hoω)2
and γturb ∝ 1Cg·Ew dEwdt ∼ k(Uo/Cg)2.
Therefore, both approaches scale with the square of the Froude number. They only differ in the wavenumber
dependency, because they involve a different amount of turbulent kinetic energy. Unfortunately, as in most of
the laboratory size experiments, we are in the crossover region where the wavelengths are of order of the forcing
scale. Moreover the requirement that Fr  ho/λ, shared by the two models, is not achieved in our setup.
• Turbulent advection
Boyev considered a case where the energy of the turbulent flow is much larger than the energy carried by
the wave. It is a relevant asssumption for our experimant. He also assumed that the turbulent time scale is
much smaller than the wave period to facilitate an efficient mixing of the energy [14]. The former assumption
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imposing ho/λ Fr is nearly true in our experiment. The latter assumption implies l/λ Fr which is clearly
not satisfied in our device. In the deep water model proposed by Boyev, the energy in the wave is limited into a
small layer (of order 1/k). This energy of the wave is advected into the bulk of flow at the turbulent mixing rate,
Ωm. Following the estimation of the mixing rate across a layer of size 1/k proposed in [19]: Ωm = Uok
2/3/l1/3,
one gets
γturb ∝ U
Cg(k)
k · (l · k)−1/3. (4)
This mechanism, transferring the energy of wave into the deep turbulence, is not efficient in our layer of Gallinstan
where the depth is small and where the vorticity is mainly vertical. However one can assume that the same
mechanism is at work for our progressive waves. Indeed, a horizontal mixing rate can scatter the waves and
extract the energy from the direction of propagation.
B. Experimental results
There are many ways to characterize the damping from the profiles shown in figure (4), but all must be equivalent.
We choose to compute the standard deviation of the profile. Assuming an exponential turbulent decay with an
damping coefficient γturb, one has a Damping enhancement: γturb/γo ∝
√〈∆h2o〉/√〈∆h2turb〉, where ∆h is the surface
deformation induced by the wave and where the subscripts o and turb correspond respectively to the cases without
and with turbulence. Assuming that all viscous effects (including purely magnetic damping, as discussed below), are
included in γo, one expects γturb/γo ∝ F (U/Cg, ho/λo, kol, Cw/Cg). In our range of parameters, the ratio of the phase
velocity over the group velocity does not evolve a lot (see Tab 1), hence it can be excluded from the scaling law. At a
given frequency, we note that a better collapse of the curve γturb/γo vs U/Cg is obtained if the damping enhancement
is multiplied by the wave steepness ho/λo. It also improves the data collapse at high frequency (above 6 Hz). The
benefit is less obvious at lower frequencies. Note that the higher frequencies do not correspond necessarily to the
higher steepness since we vary also the forcing amplitude. Moreover we can also express the damping ratio γturb/γo
as a function of the combination: Frg · l/λo. Indeed this parameter can be interpreted as the ratio of two charateristic
timescales: (i) τw = l/Cg, the time spent by the wave to cross a turbulent structure, (ii) τm = λo/Uo, the horizontal
turbulent mixing rate over a size λo. It can be understand as the time used by the turbulent flow to move the fluid
about a wavelength.
Figure 9 shows the variations of the turbulent damping enhancement multiplied by the steepness as a function of
the time ratio τw/τm = Frg · l/λo in logarithmic representation. We choose these parameters to underline the role of
the two timescales τm and τw. It comes out from our data that the best fit is linear (dot-dashed line) in agreement
with the scaling proposed in [14]. The dashed-line represent a scaling with power 2, which gives a less good fit. This
linear behavior in terms of mixing rate promotes a damping mechanism by turbulent advection [14, 19]. However, in
our experimental configuration, it is most probable that the energy of the waves depart from its propagation direction
because of a horizontal advection by the vertical vorticity. The linear elastic scattering that can explain the wavelength
shift, would involve the square of the Froude number. Hence it is not the main mechanism implied in the damping.
The action of the wave amplitude remains puzzling. It may trace the role of the nonlinearity (proportional to the
steepness) as suggested in [18] or it may underline the Stoke drift of the wave (having a velocity proportional to
Cw(ho/λ)
2).
Finally, we have not yet consider pure MHD actions regarding the damping. Howerver, without applied currents, it
has been shown that the wave motion above a magnetic field induce Foucault currents that dissipate energy by Joule
effect and hence damp the waves [27]. This effect is taken into account in γo. When an applied current is added, the
full problem implies: surface deformation by the wave and the flow and induction of inhomogeneous magnetic field. It
is difficult to do predictions in this very complex configuration. One may assume that the wave might modulate the
EMDF by modulating the Hartmann layer for instance. These might induce resonances when the wavelenght matches
with the mesh of the magnet array. Hence an MHD effect cannot be excluded concerning the role of the amplitude in
the damping enhancement. This would deserve further theoretical studies.
V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Our work is devoted to the study of a propagating wave above an almost 2D flow. Our experimental setup has a large
ratio of turbulent energy over the wave energy. We observe a significant shift of the component of the wavenumber
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along the propagation direction, as long as the excited wavelength is smaller than the forcing length scale of the
turbulent flow. In this case, the value of the projection of the wavevector along the main propagation axis decreases
when the Froude number is increased. To our knowledge, this has not been reported before. This shift is interpreted as
the signature of the fluctuations on the direction of wave propagation. Our argument assumes that the modulus of the
wavevector is conserved during the wave propagation on the turbulent flow. However, a shift of the wave frequency is
also observed far from the forcing point. These results raise the question about how the dispersion relation of surface
waves is affected by the presence of an underlying complex flow. Indeed the dispersion relation (1) is deduced only
for a potential flow. Otherwise the separation of the flow into a surface wave and a background flow is questionable.
Some procedures are suggested in [26], but no modification of the dispersion relation is proposed by these authors.
Dispersion relations have been computed recently in some specific cases with vertical vorticity and only along a single
horizontal direction (1D-waves) [28, 29]. To go further in this direction, a complete study of the surface deformation
in the frequency-wavenumber space would be useful. The wavemaker could be driven by a random excitation in order
to generate several frequencies and wavenumbers. However, we do not have yet a spatial and temporal resolution
accurate enough to determine the dispersion relation in the presence of randomly moving fluid. Another difficulty
would be to remove accurately the deformation induced by the flow. Finally, at high Froude number, the flow should
generate waves by itself [30].
A second point of our study concerns the damping of the wave. We show a turbulent damping increasing with the
Froude number. The best fit is linear with the Froude number, as proposed in [14, 19]. The observed enhancement
of the damping is not compatible with the quadratic scaling of Phillips, Fabrikant and Raevsky and of Teixeira and
Belcher [10–12]. The linear scaling can be interpreted as a consequence of a horizontal mixing of the energy of the
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progressive waves. Two scenarios remain possible (i) the energy is deviated but remains as surface waves, or (ii) it is
mainly absorbed in the bulk of the turbulent flow. The former case conserves the energy of the surface wave although
the energy can be transfered to other waves by nonlinearities. In the second case, the energy is directly exchanged with
the flow and the scattering of the waves is strongly inelastic. To discriminate between these two mechanisms, a 2D
measurement of the entire surface deformation would be helpful. However, it will be hardly done with a liquid metal.
Moreover, the electromagnetic forcing may induce complex effects which remain unclear at present. Nevertheless, one
advantage of our device is that we can generate various flows. For intance we force here mainly vertical vortices, but
we can also generate horizontal vortices aligned with the wavetrain, by rotating the magnets by 90o. We expect a
very different action of the flow in this case. This modification should help to distinguish between the damping due
to elastic scattering from the one induced by advection of the wave energy. Moreover a measure of the mean power
injected by the wavemaker as function of the tubulence strength could give also a new insight to this question. Such
studies are planned to understand the mechanisms of energy exchange on fully 3D turbulent flows.
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